GREEN COFFEE EXPORT LICENCE

M/s:

Is hereby Licensed to carry out business of:

GREEN COFFEE EXPORT

Subject to the conditions provided by the Coffee Industry Act and conditions stated in this licence and the Coffee Industry Regulations.

Issued on: 17 JULY, 2019
Expires on: 30 JUNE, 2020

Signature

Designation Director Operation

Dated: 17 JULY, 2019
RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR GREEN COFFEE EXPORT LICENCE

1. The Green Coffee Exporter shall be allowed to bid in coffee auctions conducted by Tanzania Coffee Board in Moshi and shall be deemed to have bought the coffee upon the fall of the hammer. All coffee to be exported through approved exit points shall be bought at the auction.

2. All bids in coffee auction shall be, for the time being in USD per 50 kgs.

3. Any coffee bought as per paragraph (2) above shall be paid for within the prompt date.

4. Any coffee bought and not paid for within the prompt date and after the expiry of seven (7) days after the prompt date, the Coffee shall be re-possessed and auctioned and the buyer (the first or the second buyer?) shall pay the difference to the Board of between the original auction price and the new auction price plus any other costs incurred in the process of re-auctioning.

5. Noted bids in coffee auctions shall remain firm with the bidder until the close of business on that day of the auction. If the bids shall not be confirmed in time, such bids shall be withdrawn.

6. Payments shall be made to Tanzania Coffee Board through its accounts opened with various banks within Tanzania.

7. Exporter who shall fail to make payments within the prompt date shall be charged interest at the Bank’s rate applicable to private exporters plus one (1%) percent service charge. No exporter shall be allowed to bid in auction if he has outstanding invoices.

8. Tanzania Coffee Board being satisfied that a payment of a full value has been received, Exporter shall take possession of coffee bought at auctions after Warehouse Warrants have been released to him.

9. The exporter shall cause his coffee to be stored in a Licenced Warehouse.

10. The exported shall be required to make sure that the warrant weights of the coffee bought shall be within the allowed standard weight before shipment.

11. The exporter shall be allowed to lodge a claim against a coffee seller to Tanzania Coffee Board with regard to quality or weight difference, any time before coffee is moved out of original auctioning warehouse.

12. Any claim or dispute with regard to quality or weight difference not settled amicably between the parties shall be referred to Arbitration by a neutral person appointed by both parties. Arbitration samples shall be drawn by an independent sampler acceptable to Tanzania Coffee Board.

13. The Exporter shall not export coffee without first obtaining the export permit issued by the Board.

14. Monthly operating report on Green Coffee purchases and shipments as per destination shall be submitted to Tanzania Coffee Board - Moshi Headquarters.